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For most of its half-century of media dominance, TV has not had much truck with business programming.
Virginia Matthews, Business Writer, Management Today, February 2006.

It’s easy to forget that before Harvey-Jones there was no room on popular TV for business.
Management Today, 1 September 2006



Introduction
This chapter examines the rise of what has been called by television executives the ‘business entertainment’ format on British television over the last decade. As the traditional boundaries between news and current affairs, drama and documentary have blurred British television has responded to these shifts by engaging with the world of business through differing forms and formats. 

This research traces the development of the business entertainment format through programmes such as The Apprentice and Dragons’ Den. It develops work that has specifically examined the changing representation of business on factual television in the UK (Boyle, 2008; Boyle and Magor, 2008).  While both formats originate from outside of the UK television market, the British versions are distinctly shaped by the wider public service culture that runs through large sections of the industry and the BBC in particular.  

The first section examines the broader changes that have taken place with regard to media business coverage with a particular focus on the role played by the BBC.  Then attention is turned to television and the documentary tradition of business programming across British television channels before examining the rise of the ‘business entertainment model’ that has dominated the last few years.  What do these formats tell us about the changing ecology of broadcasting in the UK?  

What is of particular interest here is the extent that wider shifts in society and the related media ecology have helped shape a new and different interpretation of the role played by business and finance in the individual and collective lives of the UK.  To what extent has television simply responded to wider social and economic change in society, or has the medium itself through a particular focus on international television formats framed by drama, entertainment and performance played a key role in re-defining how we frame our engagement with issues related to business and finance?


Changing Formats, Changing Times: The BBC and Business
There are two strands that run through the evolution of the business entertainment format and its relationship with the BBC.  The first is the engagement of the corporation through the years with business and financial journalism and its relative absence from  the core of the BBC’s journalistic remit until the appointment of Greg Dyke as Director General in 2000. The second centres around the evolution of factual television formats through the BBC’s documentary traditions, the development of the docu-soap in the 1990s and the evolution of this format into the ubquitous reality television format of the last decade (Boyle, 2008). In both strands the ways in which the BBC engaged with business and financial issues has been crucial in shaping the culture that has allowed particular international formats to be re-calibrated for a UK audience.  In this process, it has also facilitated the BBC’s legitimation of these forms as examples of what the delivery of public service content should look like in the increasingly competitive digital world of multi-platform delivery.  Initially let us examine the first of these strands; the BBC and its treatment of business and financial journalism.

The BBC, Money and its audience
In 1966 the BBC launched The Money Programme (1966 – present) which would go on to become one of the longest running programmes on British television.  The BBC had been slow to appreciate that there might be any public appetite for investigations into the business world.  According to its current editor Clive Edwards, the initial drive within the BBC to create a programme looking at the international world of business was less than enthusiastic.  He notes how

The idea for The Money Programme, according to its first editor, Terry Hughes, was handed down in a grand memo from the BBC Secretary Harman Grisewood: “Now is the time we should be doing something about the economy for the people’.  Behind the scenes, the suggestion was not welcomed.  It was said that executives in the BBC felt “money was boring” (Edwards, 2006).

Even television producers at the Corporation were far from convinced that an audience existed for a programme looking at business and the world of money.

Perhaps if they had looked more closely at how financial print journalism had developed in the 1960s they might have sensed a changing perception and attitude to matters of finance among sections of the public.  Porter (2003) has documented the long tradition of popular financial journalism that has existed in the newspaper industry, more or less from its inception as a mass medium.  While Sandbrook (2006:15) argues that the long growth of the consumer society stretches back decades in British society well before the 1960s by which time newspapers such as the Daily Mail were devoting more and more space to personal finance issues.

The pace of social and economic change over the last few decades has been considerable and a number of key issues have helped shape the changing relationship between the media more generally and its engagement with business.  As James Harding, then Business and City Editor,of The Times newspaper  and now its editor argues:

Since the string of privatisations in the UK in the late 1980s and early 1990s there has been a spread in share ownership and that means you have a volume of readers who have a stake in the business pages that you did not have a generation ago.  While at the same time you have had an enormous growth in the types of financial products available.  So while you have more people interested in stocks and shares, that is only a part of the story.  You have to understand that institutional shareholders are just a fraction of your readership now (Interview with author, 15 March 2007).

These massive shifts in the economic structure of the British economy during the 1980s and 1990s saw the manufacturing sector being usurped by the services and financial sector, in turn facilitated by the opening up of the City to global indfluence.  Sampson notes that:

Over forty years the media has devoted more space and broadcasting time to business news, but it was normally segregated in separate sections from political and foreign news, and judged by different yardsticks of success, based on profits and bottom lines, with little reference to the political and social implications.  Business journalists were slow to investigate shady companies and exaggerated claims or to risk expansive libels (Sampson, 2005: 244)

Doyle (2006) has demonstrated the extent that financial journalism is often too close to those organizations it scrutinizes and often lacks the will to apply journalistic rigour to this aspect of economic life.

The print media have both reflected this economic shift, as well as legitimizing and endorsing the associated cultural changes in attitudes to business and finance.  Labour correspondents on newspapers have all but disappeared to be replaced by consumer affairs journalists and there has been an explosion in the space devoted to personal finance in the print media. From housing to mortgages, to pensions and investment portfolios and Child Trust Funds, personal finance journalism has grown dramatically.

Jeff Randall has been a business journalist across both the print and broadcast media for over 25 years.  Before becoming Editor-at Large of the Daily Telegraph, he was for five years the first Business Editor at the BBC (he would also be directly involved in recruiting Sir Alan Sugar for the BBC version of The Apprentice).  He argues:

I think there has been a cultural shift in attitudes to business and in many ways television was slow to catch on to this shift.  In the 1970s profit was a bad word.  If you made a profit you exploited people. I think this was how the media classes wanted to see business.  It changes in the 1980s when the Thatcherite revolution made business acceptable and desirable and business moved from the business pages to the front pages.  I think newspapers were quicker to pick up on this than television. Growth in personal finance issues across the The Sunday Times, the Sunday Telegraph and the Sun has meant they have had a business editor for years. (Interview with author, 11 January 2007).

Shaped by, and in turn helping to reinforce a broad political consensus that business was a central part of the wealth creating process and benefiting consumers, home owners and pension fund holders, media coverage of business changed.

The 2007/8 global financial crisis, that originated in the sub prime mortgage markets of the US, has of course catapulted business and financial news up the mainstream news agenda.  In the UK, Robert Peston, who succeeded Jeff Randall as the BBC’s Business Editor, has become one of the most high profile television journalists in the country, responsible for breaking a number of major stories for the Corporation around the banking crisis.  Peston notes the emerging sea change at the BBC and its journalistic attitude to business:
When I arrived at the BBC I didn't think it gave enough weight to stories that were pretty important and it was harder to get stuff on air. This was the time the BBC thought it was ticking the business boxes with Dragons' Den and The Apprentice. But now the instinctive reaction of the BBC on a quiet news day is to turn to the business and economics department for a lead in a way that would have been unthinkable two or three years ago (The Guardian, 8 September, 2008).
The origins of the two iconic BBC programmes that Peston mentions lies in the evolution of the BBCs migration from documentary engagement with the world of business through to the construction of the business entertainment format.

The factual television formats for business content
The defining moment in the birth of the distinctive British version of the modern day business entertainment format was the BAFTA award winning the Troubleshooter series that aired on the BBC in the early 1990s and ran for two series and had two specials, the last in 2000.  The BBC producer Robert Thirkell was the one of the key figures who through his work initially with the BBC and its Business Unit and more recently as an independent producer helped define and shape factual television’s engagement with the world of business and work.  The impact of the Troubleshooter series has been discussed elsewhere (Boyle, 2008).  However its format, which had industrialist Sir John Harvey-Jones visiting ailing businesses offering advice has been re-formatted on a number of occasions over the last two decades.  The most recent popular re-incarnation (with more swearing for example!) of this format can be seen in a programme such as  Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares (Channel 4, 2004 – present), in which chief and restaurant owner Gordon Ramsay attempts to help failing restaurant businesses.  

When Sir John Harvey-Jones died in 2008, the BBC broadcast an episode from the original 1990 series.  It was introduced by Evan Davies, the presenter of Dragons’ Den and a former BBC Economics editor.  It was striking to draw comparisons between the original forerunner of the business entertainment format and the present version.  Looking at the Troubleshooter series now one is struck by a number of factors.  Firstly how fixated it was with the manufacturing economy (little examined today); how dated the factories and sites of British manufacturing look almost twenty years on (an indicator of their impending decline), and how much the programme, while dominated by the larger than life Harvey-Jones really is focused on offering a serious business analysis of the problems and challenges being faced by the various companies he visits.  Of course the engagement for the viewer is partly in the centrality of personalities and the role of communication (or lack of it) in contributing to the problems in the respective businesses.  The programme mobilizes a fly-on-the-wall documentary form and link it with a recognizable format (business guru visits failing business to see if they can help turn it around) that helps manage audience expectation. 

While the documentary form had been used to look at the world of work and business, the arrival of synergized format the docu-soap in the mid 1990s allowed this area to be re-visited by factual television, with the emphasis on character and entertainment.  As Hill (2005: 78) has argued, ‘The twin issues of performance and authenticity are significant to our understanding of popular factual television’.

Alan Yentob, Controller of BBC1 during the 1990s recalls commissioning a number of relatively cheap docu-soaps for the channel to air during a quiet summer lull in the schedules in the mid 1990s and being taken aback by the popularity and ratings achieved by programmes such as Driving School and Airport (1).  

This decade become one characterized by both public and private sector businesses seemingly keen raise their media profile and viewing through television exposure as both potentially positive for the business and in the case of the Royal Opera House for example, as a means of countering the negative publicity they had received in the print media. The House (BBC2, 1996) gave a behind the scenes insight into the business of running a major arts institution.  Through clever editing, selection and the rejection of anything that was not seen as interesting, the series represented the Royal Opera House as a shambolic operation. Even with his vast television documentary experience, Sir Jeremy Isaacs the director of the Royal Opera House, failed to understand until too late that the series the BBC wanted to make about the organization was not a ‘fly-on-the-wall documentary, but rather a docu-soap.  Isaacs (2000: 287) notes how ‘Everything these films sought to capture was exceptional; there was nothing of routine’ and its highly selective representations damaged the ROH’s reputation.

Others programmes worked better for the businesses involved.  Perhaps the most significant and long running of these docu-soaps was first broadcast by ITV in 1999.  Airline focused on easyJet one of the pioneers of the emerging ‘no frills’ low cost airlines that restructured the aviation industry in the UK during the 1990s.  There had been previous examples of airlines being involved with television documentary makers.  Travel writer Simon Calder notes how:

ITV dusted off the name of a documentary series made in the 70s about the daily life of British Airways, Airline.  There are plenty of casualties of these ‘warts and all’ programmes in the travel industry. The country’s biggest charter airline Britannia (now Thomsonfly), did not emerge well from its flirtation with the cameras, while depictions of the excesses of some of Unijet’s overseas reps reinforced the image of debauchery in Mediterranean resorts (Calder, 2008: 131).
Yet for Stelios Haji-loannou, the founder of easyJet, allowing the cameras access to the business was part of a strategy to raise the profile of the company and emphasise its honesty as an employer.  For Stelios the programme helped make easyJet a household name and was a risk worth taking and an example of a business preparing to be open and honest with television documentary makers. Not all excursions into the genre of the docu-soap were successful for the businesses involved.  Matthews notes how environmental health officers at London’s Haringey Council claimed that the BBC series Life of Grime (2001), which focused on their Environmental Services division, ‘wrecked recruitment’ for three years (Matthews, 2006: 40).
By the start of the new century the key ingredient that had been added to the docu-soap mix was that of jeopardy and risk and the arrival of ‘reality television’. As Crisell argues:

Reality TV is a prime example of the way that in which television endlessly combines and recombines older genres, for its antecedents are many, some of them time-worn. [ ] In recent times, television viewers have enjoyed the milder pleasure of watching people being humiliated when competing on game shows, but reality TV incorporates certain elements, and offers certain gratifications, that are recognisable from other generic forebears (Crisell, 2006: 89).

In the US an exemplar of this was a format devised by a former British paratrooper called Mark Burnett that would soon by exported across the globe.  Burnett had developed a highly successful career in developing reality television formats in the US.  His idea to develop what was to become The Apprentice, rested with securing the participation of Donald Trump and building an extended job interview around a series of weekly business tasks.  The tasks would be undertaken by teams, with the losing team having one of their members fired.  Burnett notes how originally he wanted to pitch the two teams as one of college graduates against non-college graduates, but difficulty in the casting process, meant that for series one, they reverted to men v women (Burnett, 2006: 226).

The Apprentice: Business as Entertainment
Intelligent reality is back with a gripping insight into the machinations of the business world. 
Roly Keating, Controller of BBC2, Press Release, 7 February, 2006.

This is not a game. There is no phone-in here. There is no 'text-a-number'. There is no panel of judges that's gonna make the decision.
Sir Alan Sugar, The Apprentice BBC Television

The commercial drive for television to create content for evolving formats that connected with a changing society and ostensibly brought something new to the audience has intensified in the last number of years. As these increasingly international formats merged with more traditional genres such as the gameshow it would be the business arena that would offer the possibility of re-imaging the world of commerce and the entrepreneur.  It was estimated in 2007 that in the 13 most important television markets that entertainment acquisition and production was worth £1.87billion (Altmeppen et al, 2007: 94).
What was significant about the US Apprentice was that the programme itself became an exemplar of the extent that television formats were being both shaped by, and embedded in the wider commercial broadcasting environment.  As the New York based company Hitwise (www.Hitwise.com), which analyse commercial internet traffic, providing marketing intelligence to a range of industries, suggests:

	With an increasing number of consumers skipping commercials due to the 	popularity of TiVo and other digital video recorders, the reality-television 	revolution has provided marketers with a critical new-generation of product 	placement. (Hitwise.com, posted 25 April, 2005)

Marketing analyst Rebecca Lieb is executive editor of the ClickZ Network (www.clickz.com). She notes how the The Apprentice offered a unique opportunity for explicit product placement television, allied with a multi-platform format that drove television viewers to commercial internet sites.  For the public service BBC version of the programme, however such an overtly commercial structure would need to modified.

For the BBC, with its public service remit this format allowed it to make claims about its evolving public service remit in an increasingly competitive multi-platform digital age. It also reflected the wider cultural shift taking place across its journalism and its attitude to business and enterprise discussed at the beginning of this chapter (Boyle, 2008). Writing in The Times about The Apprentice, Tim Teeman (2006) argued that:

As a reality show that majors on business rather than bed-hopping, it has a figleaf of Reithian propriety about it.  A colleague’s children watch it and apparently learn something about buying and selling.  A friend who works in Whitehall reports that it is discussed at departmental meetings (The Times, 10, May, 2006)..
What was beyond doubt was that it offered a very different image of the world of business than had been explored decades earlier in Troubleshooter.  For example, the first episode of series two (broadcast February 2006 on BBC 2) intercuts between the fourteen contestants all arriving by rail, road and tube to the metropolitan centre, framed against a backdrop of communications and data babble, iconic London cityscapes and the incessant movement of people.  It’s brash, exciting and monied and represents what business supposedly means in 21st century Britain; it’s about getting ahead, competing and equates the only success that matters as the bottom line.  It is the 1980s cinematic image of Thatcher’s Britain, given a stylistic makeover for television and suggesting that making money and the centrality of business and entrepreneurship in British society is by the 2000s viewed as the norm.  The underlying message of The Apprentice is that an ideological battle (that making money is good) has been won.

There is also a debate about the educational merit to these programmes.  In the US where The Apprentice with Donald Trump was first broadcast in 2004 on NBC and was securing an audience of 19m viewers numerous college and university business courses were using it as ‘career advice tool’ (Kinnick and Parton, 2005: 430).  Indeed both the show’s creator Mark Burnett and its US star Donald Trump, both felt that the educational dimension as part of its audience appeal (Burnett, 2006: 215).  Elsewhere academics were divided over the relative educational merits of the show, some thinking it offered insight into business leadership and management issues (Simon, 2004), others that is presented a partial, distorted view of the world of business and the skills needed to succeed (Cadden, 2004).  In the UK business broadcaster and journalist Jeff Randall suggests that:

Does [The Apprentice] really tell people about business? Well not in a news way.  Its been a success because Alan Sugar is such a ghastly character in such a attractive way and the structure of the show is episodic, building to a climax and you get to know the characters in the way like a soap opera. The Apprentice works because he is Alan Sugar (Interview with author, 11 January, 2007).

Interestingly the third BBC series of The Apprentice (2007) involved recruiting Michele Kurland as Executive Producer.  Kurland, whose background at the BBC had been in the Business Unit came with a strong business journalism background.  She was recruited by the show’s makers Thames Talkback to strengthen the business dimension of the programme which it was felt by some was becoming diluted with too much focus on the human interest dimension of the characters.  However as Kinnick and Parton argue with regard to the US version of the show:

The legacy of this television show for educators is that it is driving home the need for effective communication skills in vivid and memorable ways that business schools have failed to provide.  If audience members get the message, whether the show is realistic is probably beside the point (Kinnick and Parton, 2005: 448).

The same argument may also applicable to the BBC version despite criticism from organizations such as the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) that such shows are unrealistic (Budd, 2007).
	
The Apprentice uses the full range of BBC platforms from television (including a spin off show) across to a dedicated site on the internet (which includes extensive video clips of both past and forthcoming episodes).  This is an example of what the BBC calls ‘360 degree programming’ which means that programme content should be available across media platforms from television to mobile phones in a coherent manner (The Apprentice BBC website received 4 million requests for content downloads between February and May 2006).  Thus for the BBC the ‘business entertainment’ format has been of significant importance in both raising its profile and presenting an organisation innovating in terms of new formats.  

In one of the quirks of what Raymond Williams (1974) famously called television’s flow, the second series of The Apprentice on BBC2 was followed by a stylistically different docu-soap called The Armstrongs (2006).  In this we followed the husband and wife team of John and Ann Armstrong as they ran U-Fit ‘the third largest double glazing firm in Coventry’.  Visually influenced by the BBC comedy The Office (2001 - 2003) and underscored by a laconic Bill Nighy voiceover, the series allowed the viewer into the esoteric, chaotic, idiosyncratic and comedic world of business according to the Armstrongs. For example, the episode in which they go France in order to expand their business has a number of set piece comedy moments as do those involving Zimbabwean motivational coach Basil Mienie (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Basil_Mienie​)’s attempts to increase productivity among the lacklustre workforce.
Here we had juxtaposed two differing visions of doing business in 21st century Britain, viewed through differing television formats that shape the material, define the narratives and set the programme structure to suit a particular genre and the audience it is aimed at.  In fact the Armstrongs had first appeared in a one off BBC2 documentary in 2003, and their business been considered as a possible case study for an episode of the Gerry Robinson BBC series (2003 – present)  I’ll Show Them Who’s Boss but it was felt they were not suitable

Enter the Dragon…
One of the other business entertainment formats that has proven to be successful, particularly in its UK version has been Dragons Den (2005 – present).  The origins of this format come out of Japan and a show called Money no Tora (meaning Money Tiger), that was created by Sony and broadcast on Nippon television in 2001.  At its core the BBC programme, which is the longest running of any of the particular versions of the format that have been sold to Australia, New Zealand, Israel, Canada, Finland and the Netherlands, is the idea of business investors having ideas pitched at them by a range of inventors and/or entrepreneurs.  The investors (dragons) put up their own money, and those seeking investment in their idea/product/business must secure the full investment or leave with nothing. In so doing they echo the practice of business ‘angels’ type investment, where venture capitalists take various forms of risk by investing in new start ventures.   

The pitches take place in a rather rundown warehouse location, and while the dragons have changed over the six series of the programme, two have remained throughout the series.  Indeed both Duncan Bannatyne and Peter Jones have used the media profile that the programme has offered them to develop and enhance their own broader media and business profile (most of the dragons will produce autobiographies and business self help books).  Jones has himself moved into television production and extended his media portfolio into creating new television formats, including co-creating American Inventor (which ran for two seasons on ABC Television from 2006) and Tycoon which his production company also produced for ITV in the UK in 2007. 

In the UK, the Dragons Den version has aired on BBC 2 and been fronted by Evan Davis, who was then the BBC’s Economics Editor and has since become one of the key presenters on BBC radio’s flagship morning news Today programme.  Davis is clear that the format comes out of BBC Entertainment, but that that does not mean that it does not have other merits beyond a simple entertainment  mode of address to the audience, not least in having an educational element regarding the world of business. He argues:

Its good fortune is that it has had both of these elements.  I think it can be educational, and there are word used on the Dragons’ Den that would not get on a news programme.  For example you would tend to use the words shares rather than equity on a news programme.  On Dragons’ Den the word is used all the time.  I do think that TV can create a climate of opinion, but that is not necessarily the intention.  I wouldn’t want you to think there is any mission here.  There is no mission here other than to entertain.  By good fortune the entertainment requires a bit of educational fibre and those of us who like the public to get exposed to those sorts of things are quite happy to join in with it as we know this is a pretty good way to give people a sense of what goes on. I think programmes such as Dragons’ Den have brought ideas about enterprise to a wider audience.  I base that on the reaction from the public and particularly younger people to the show.  Among say 14 -22 year olds they are interested in the programme and TV has helped shape that climate of opinion.
(Interview with author, 12 January, 2007).

In late 2008, Mark Burnett, the US based creator of The Apprentice, had secured a pilot slot from ABC television for his version of the Dragons Den, called The Shark Tank.  In the world of business entertainment formats, it seems what goes around certain television markets comes around, although all these programmes are specifically tailored for their particular institution location and the particular television market and audiences at which they are aimed.


Conclusion
The Apprentice has as much to do with business as bullfighting has to do with animal husbandry.
Television producer Peter Bazalgette, 2008.

In part what is being argued here is that in an age of international formats, not only do the particularities of national television audiences still matter, but also the institutional histories and memory that shape organizations such as the BBC are important.  The social, cultural and political context within which television content gets consumed remains crucial in defining popularity and meaning among the audience.  This of course does not mean that significant change is shaping that experience and interaction between consumers, citizens and media.

There is also the key role played by certain individuals in shaping and driving formats.  In the US Mark Burnett has been a key instigator of a number of reality television format successes including The Apprentice.  While in the UK over the years, first at the BBC and later as an independent producer, Robert Thirkell has been a key innovator in thinking about how television might engage with the world of business and work. 

Thirkell would leave the BBC in 2003 to set up as an independent producer and work on programmes such as Jamie’s School Dinners for Channel 4 which mixed aspects of celebrity recognition with campaigning and agenda setting television). Although not about business per se, a raft of programmes could be found in the schedules relating to some aspect of business and entrepreneurial culture, often grouped under the rubric of lifestyle television.  At the core of many of these programmes were aspirational notions of walking away from a mundane job, to stories of people who had decided to change their lives through some risk taking decisions.

A more market orientated television industry has seen British public service broadcasters such as the BBC and Channel 4 increasingly embrace – at least rhetorically – the centrality of enterprise and aspiration in British society.  However, over forty years on from the launch of The Money Programme the challenge for public service broadcasters such as the BBC is to find ways to engage with the deeper structures and processes that are driving and shaping the impact of business in a globalising economy on society and its citizens.  As broadcasting becomes increasingly commercially orientated, concerned with delivering entertainment content to specific audience demographics and stopping advertising revenues leaking to other media such as the internet, there remains a need for PSB television to offer a range of representations about what it is like to live and work in modern Britain. Leaving that task solely to the domain of news and current affairs limits the ability that television can play in any national conversation. 

In the midst of the current 2008 global economic downturn, the extent to which the media really address the complex and multi-faceted ways in which people’s lives are shaped and influenced by business issues has become increasingly important.  In his overview of the political, economic and cultural changes that have shaped modern Britain, Anthony Sampson argued that despite more media coverage being devoted to the worlds of business and finance, that these areas remained underreported.  He suggested:

during the past four decades big corporations, financiers and banks have hugely extended their influence over the lives of ordinary people who have become more dependent on them for shopping, their leisure or their credit.  Government itself has co-operated much more closely with the private sector, as the Treasury has delegated more and more projects to commercial consortia.  And [ ] lawyers, academics and journalists who have a record of proud independence, have all become more interlocked with the interests of big business (Sampson, 2005: 244).

The related issue is also whether the formatted television mode of address is best suited to re-dress this imbalance.  As Stella Bruzzi has argued:

The characteristics that have come to represent the docusoap subgenre of observational documentary are its emphasis on the entertainment as opposed to serious or instructive value of documentary, the importance of personalities who enjoy performing for the camera, soap like fast editing, a prominent, guiding voice-over, a focus on everyday lives rather than underlying social issues (Bruzzi, 2000: 76).

As we enter an era that will see the web and television grow ever more interconnected, there is a need to map out new innovative ways of drawing in an audience through formats that for example may offer them a stake in shaping the narratives and stories being told.  Commercial television is more likely to tweak already successful formats and focus on the entertainment angle.  Public service broadcasters should be mobilising a range of journalistically driven factual entertainment formats and genres that offer differing representations and insights into the ongoing ways in which business and the world of work are both changing, and in turn being changed by, contemporary society.  Before his death in 2008, the original troubleshooter, Sir John Harvey-Jones criticized the style of business management being celebrated on UK television.   He insisting the ethos behind his shows was always one of constructive guidance, arguing ‘It is not your job to exploit your position of power. It's easy (to do that). My experience of life is that you get the best out of people by encouraging their self-belief.’ (Birmingham Post, 2/1/08).

In terms of television’s engagement with the world of business indeed one could argue that the picture of a workforce characterised as bored, frustrated, disillusioned and harbouring blighted ambition portrayed in the hit BBC television comedy The Office (2001 -2003) or the BBC docu-soap The Armstrongs (2006) are as least as accurate in articulating the cultural context of the British worker in the 21st century as the reality business entertainment formats which purport to reflect the dynamic business environment of contemporary Britain.  Yet given the massive displacement that the current economic crisis is likely to have across all sectors of economic and social life, a substantive revisiting of the world of work and business will be likely to occur.  Will these will no doubt focus on the human impact of the financial meltdown, the challenge in the UK will be to develop appropriate television formats that can capture, illuminate and explain this process while also entertaining an increasingly distracted audience.

Notes

(1)	Alan Yentob was speaking in an interview in the Channel 4 documentary Who Killed the British Sitcom, broadcast on 2 January, 2006.
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